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North Carolina Zoo Honored with
International Sustainability Award
Jayne Owen Parker, Ph.D., Editor

T

he World Association of Zoos and Aquariums—better known as
“WAZA” to zoo-insiders—recently awarded its Environmental
Sustainability Award to the North Carolina Zoo. The award recognizes some of the Zoo’s ways of protecting wildlife and wilderness at home
and worldwide.
While not the first accolade to honor the Zoo’s green initiatives, this
award is arguably the most prestigious. The world’s best zoological institutions populate WAZA’s membership roster, making the competition as
stiff as it comes. Additionally, the criteria for winning is formidable—so
stringent that WAZA’s by-laws free it from handing out the award every
year. If no institution meets the requirements, the award stays on the shelf.
On the other hand, if one or 10 or more institutions qualify, only one—the
most deserving—takes home the prize.

The Work Behind the Zoo’s Win

The North Carolina Zoo took top honors in 2021 because of its persistent
and relentless focus on improving and growing its conservation and sustainability efforts. Beginning in 1989, with little money and a lot of heart,
the Zoo started developing its formal sustainability program. Among
other things, this formalization provided a structure to engage Zoo
employees in monitoring and implementing sustainability protocols.
(These “Conservation Captains” still meet monthly to discuss issues,
report on research findings, and make recommendations to improve the

One of the Pollination Stations that the
Zoo constructed to feed and shelter
Monarch Butterflies during their annual
migrations to and from Mexico.
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Zoo’s green practices.)
Beginning with simple let’s-make-it-easy-to-recycle-office-paper type
suggestions, the captains, under the leadership of former Zoo Business
Officer Mary Joan Pugh, gained steam, and the program mushroomed.
Eventually, every Zoo section was all-in with ideas, programs, and suggestions to help the Zoo save money while protecting the environment. The
paragraphs below highlight some of the programs that led WAZA to
honor the Zoo.

The Zoo Invests in Conservation

As one of only two state-owned zoos in the United States, the Zoo enjoys
the luxury of receiving substantial support from legislative appropriations.
These appropriations, coupled with funds garnered from admissions and
special programs (e.g., tickets to ride the carousel or feed giraffes from
the feeding deck)—add up to cover the Zoo’s nearly $24 million annual
operating budget. That said, the Zoo has needs that appropriations don’t
meet. Every year, the Zoo contributes more than $1 million to support its
sustainability efforts and its national and international field conservation
programs. All of this funding, except for the cost of Zoo staff salaries—is
provided by the North Carolina Zoo Society, the private non-profit that
raises money for the Zoo. In addition to supporting sustainability and
conservation programs, the Zoo Society provides significant funding for
Zoo capital improvements, special programming, salary supplements,
equipment, and other Zoo needs. The Zoo Society turns $4 or $5 million
over to the Zoo during an average year to cover expenses not included in
the state budget.

The Zoo has reduced its dependence on plastic by
serving food on compostable dinnerware and stocking
drink machines with recyclable aluminum cans.
Constructed wetlands add beauty and provide
valuable filtration services to the Zoo’s waterways.
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Compost happens by the ton at the
Zoo, providing a plentiful bounty of rich
fertilizer for the Zoo’s gardens.

The Zoo Verifies Its Achievements

The Zoo relies on outside experts to help it plan and implement its sustainability protocols and verify its success in adhering to these practices.
Staff relies on the International Organization for Standardization to
audit and evaluate Zoo programs annually, and it has awarded the Zoo
its Environmental Management Systems certification (ISO 14001).
The Zoo took its first steps toward acquiring ISO certification in
2003 when its horticulture programs received certification. By 2011, the
North Carolina Zoo became the second zoo in the nation to achieve
full, site-wide accreditation of its programs. A rigorous external audit
has reaffirmed the Zoo’s compliance with ISO standards every year.
This audit has allowed the Zoo to maintain its ISO certification for more
than 15 years.

The Zoo Makes Waste Profitable

Because the Zoo’s herbivores (elephants, giraffes, zebras, bison, antelope,
etc.) scatter their habitats with copious deposits of digestion’s end products, our staff has access to an abundant supply of potential, top-grade
fertilizer. To cash in on this windfall, keepers collect the deposits, and
horticulture staff cures them to perfection in a two-acre compost pile
that includes compostable food scraps from around the Zoo. New to this
mix is the addition of fully compostable plates, cups, and flatware that
the Zoo’s restaurants recently began using. The Zoo treats its gardens
with this rich organic fertilizer provided at no extra cost.

The Zoo Gives Waste a Second Chance

When the Zoo undertakes a demolition project, it saves and reuses as
much steel, concrete, and other materials as possible. For example, while
dismantling the African Pavilion, the Zoo saved and recycled 150 tons

Tree planting programs help combat climate change
by multiplying the ranks of saplings absorbing CO2
from the air.
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of steel and contributed 8,400 tons of rescued concrete to a highway
project. Several years ago, the Zoo salvaged and upcycled enough steel
to build our elephants a state-of-the-art protected contact training area.
The area improved the quality of care the keepers could provide to our
elephant herd and made elephant-keeping safer for our staff.

The Zoo Keeps Shrinking Its Carbon Footprint

The Zoo has undertaken several projects to reduce and offset its carbon
emissions. For one thing, its vehicle maintenance staff is busy converting
the Zoo’s gas-powered golf carts to battery-operated ones. By the end
of 2022, these mechanics hope to have fully converted 16 carts to EV
vehicles.
The Zoo carries this theme even further with some generous help
from ChargePoint. The company donated eight EV charging stations to
the Zoo several years ago, and recently the Zoo added four more stations
to its North American parking lots. Because of the charging stations,
EV drivers can recharge their batteries, free of charge, while visiting the
Zoo.
In a complementary capacity, Polar Bears International named the
Zoo an Arctic Ambassador in recognition of its work to educate guests
about climate change and to conduct several tree-planting programs to
offset carbon emissions.
In concert with these programs, the Zoo has erected three large picnic
shelters in North America, each of which sits under a roof supplied with
3,200 square feet of photovoltaic cells. The combined array of these cells
can generate up to 104 kilowatts of clean electricity every hour.
The Zoo is working to replace its fluorescent bulbs with
LED lighting.

Free EV charging stations are available to guests in
the Zoo’s North American and African parking lots.
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The Zoo Protects Its Water Resources

As more and more guests flocked to the Zoo, staff became concerned
that runoff from the North American parking lot could contaminate
the Zoo’s internal water sources. In response, the Zoo built a wetland
adjacent to the parking lots, and the wetland now successfully cleans and
filters the water before it enters the Zoo proper.

The Zoo is Proactive About Protecting
All Wildlife

In addition to operating the Valerie H. Schindler Wildlife
Rehabilitation Center, which usually provides free veterinary
services to injured and orphaned native wildlife, the Zoo is
proactive about protecting the health and safety of native animals that pass through or live on the grounds. In this regard,
the Zoo staff is careful to avoid wildlife that wanders onto any
of the Zoo’s roads. The team also uses wildlife cameras and
occasional surveys to monitor native wildlife populations.
In addition, the Zoo has spent several years studying and
now remediating its buildings to reduce the number of birds
that are killed or injured in collisions with windows. The
staff keeps careful records of all bird strikes, and over the
last several years, has tested ways to warn birds away from
glass barriers. In 2021, staff put their findings to good use by
attaching bird-warning dots to the multitude of windows in
the Stedman Education Building. In addition, the Zoo has
been busily putting up other warning barriers on glass doors
and overlooks.

I

f you are interested in seeing more about this award or
watching a video of staff accepting the award, email a
request to jparker@nczoo.com and she will send you a
link to access the video.

The Zoo uses decals and other
visual deterrents to warn birds
away from glass barriers.

Each Solar Pointe roof shoulders
enough solar panels to generate up
to 104 kilowatts of grid-connected
electricity per hour.
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The Zoo Needs YOU!
Victoria (“Toy”) Lambeth, Volunteer Coordinator
A diverse group of hardworking
intergenerational volunteers and
unpaid interns provide a rock-solid
foundation for the North Carolina
Zoo’s Volunteer Services Team. These
volunteers augment and enhance the
Zoo’s achievements by contributing
their time, talents, skills, and wisdom
to projects that support the Zoo’s missions. During the pre-COVID era, the
Zoo regularly saw these volunteers and
their allies (individuals who sign-up
as a group for Single Days of Service)
contributed an average of 43,000 hours
of work annually. In 2019, the two
groups racked up nearly 48,000 hours
of service!
Then along came COVID-19. Determined to protect its staff, volunteers,
and animals, the Zoo adopted strict
protocols—teleworking, social distancing, masking up—to slow the spread.
But, these protocols also disrupted our
established social interactions and, as
these evaporated, so did most of our
volunteer opportunities.
Now, volunteers—by their nature—
want to volunteer. They want to expend
their time and energy supporting institutions and causes that they value. So,
as their Zoo jobs disappeared, so did
many of our volunteers. We couldn’t
retain them or recruit new volunteers
because we had to put most of our
volunteer projects on hold. Even as the
pandemic slowed and some volunteer
opportunities returned, volunteer
numbers continued to decline because
of lingering fears about the virus
and feelings of uncertainty about the
future.

Getting Back Our Groove

After practicing COVID prevention
protocols for more than a year now
and taking advantage of high vaccination rates (even among our animals)
8 :: NCZoo.com

and COVID testing, we feel confident
that we can safely resume most of our
volunteer programs. We are eager to
bring new volunteers into our fold and
excited about reconnecting with the
volunteers who took a leave of absence
last year.
So, if you think you might like to
join us, read on. We will ask you to
make a substantial time commitment
to join, but we will reward you with
new ways to put your skills and interests to good use. You will make new
friends, help the Zoo in meaningful
ways, and have many learning opportunities.
The Zoo relies on its volunteers

to fill a range of needs and encourages each volunteer to participate in
activities that consistently spark joy
in their hearts. This joy may arise
from welcoming guests as they arrive,
answering their questions, and helping them plan a happy Zoo visit. Or,
the pleasure may spring from working
inside the Park to direct guests to habitats, restrooms, restaurants, or special
events or to talk to guests about the
Zoo’s plants, animals, and wildlife conservation fieldwork. Other volunteers
get happy by getting physical. They
may give the staff a hand at planting or
maintaining the Zoo gardens or team
up with the animal keepers to manage

the crowds at the Giraffe Feeding Deck.
Then, some volunteers find comfort by helping animals more directly.
These volunteers seek satisfaction by
caring for injured and orphaned native
animals recovering at the Zoo’s Valerie
H. Schindler Wildlife Rehabilitation
Center. Or, they may undergo more
intensive training to lead Ride and a
Guide or Behind-the-Scenes tours.
Regardless of their specific jobs, we
count on all of our volunteers to share
their love of the Zoo’s wildlife in ways
that transform ordinary Zoo visits into
extraordinary learning adventures.

Restoring Our Volunteer
Programs

We understand that we will need
time, grit, persistence, and patience to
rebuild our remarkable volunteer program, but we are confident that we will

succeed. We will adapt, pivot, revise,
change, and grow stronger and better
than ever before.
If you think you would enjoy the
challenge of helping the Zoo rebuild
and improve its volunteer services,
please visit www.nczoo.org/volunteer
to check out our program offerings
and requirements. If you like what you
see, fill out the online application so
that we can enroll you in our training
programs and set you on your way to
becoming one of our exceptional volunteers. With your help and help from
other people like you, we will restore
and expand our invaluable team of Zoo
volunteers.

Ready to Roar Back with Tigers and Dragons!
Chris Scott and Cheryl Armstrong

T

hanks to the unprecedented support from the State of
North Carolina, the Zoo and the Zoo Society are closing
in on their goal to add wildlife from two continents—Asia
and Australia—to a cluster of new habitats inside the Park.
These additions will result in the most significant expansion
of animals and programs that the Zoo has ever seen.
The Asian complex will open first, unveiling a 10-acre
parkland where Tigers, Komodo Dragons, Gibbons, and
other species reside in intricate and spacious landscapes
that resemble their native habitats. Pathways will meander
through the space, leading guests to close encounters and,
at times, surprising interactions with wild creatures.
For example, at one location, guests may look up to see
a tiger trotting across a bridge that spans over the walkway.
Further on, another upward glance may catch a family of
gibbons swinging overhead as they brachiate from one side
of the pathway to the other.
Further down this road, there will be dragons! Massive,
endangered, and deadly Komodo Dragons will lurk among
mounds of rocks and ledges that mimic their native homeland. The dragons’ size —up to six feet in length—and the
venom in their saliva—makes them the biggest and baddest
of all the Earth’s lizards. Of course, Asia will hold other
species– birds, reptiles, and such. And, they will further whet
our appetites for the species and the continental region that
will follow.
When Australia—the Land Down Under—makes its debut,
it will bring back a Red Kangaroo Walkabout— a habitat
where visitors can share space with some of the ’roos. And,
further down the road, they will discover a new, unusual
species of kangaroo. This one will be smaller than the first—
comparing in size (though not in shape) to a Cocker Spaniel.
And, this kangaroo will be up in the air, bobbing along
some branches rather than hopping over terra
firma. Always looking just a bit out of
place and somewhat askew while
balancing on twigs, Tree Kangaroos
are among the world’s most adorable
marsupials.

So Where Are We in the Planning?

With Asia: We are getting ready to break ground for this
continent. The site is known and surveyed. The state has
approved the construction documents, which have been
vetted and put out to bid. If all goes well, the Zoo
hopes to put shovels in the ground later this fall.
It will take at least two years to build the
infrastructure and erect the proposed buildings.
The Zoo’s talented exhibit artists will
need another year or two to build and

sculpt the rock work and other habitat amenities to give Asia
an authentic look. Meanwhile, the Animal Section will bring in
and quarantine new species, and the Horticulture Section will
begin planting the landscape. If all goes well, the Zoo hopes
that Asia will open to the public sometime in 2026.
With Australia: Zoo staff has selected the site for this
future continental region. Animal Section curators are
developing lists of preferred species to fill up this continent.
The design and facilities staffs are also planning and plotting, sorting through early plans under consideration for the
proposed continent.

How Far Along Are We with the Financing?

Far enough to start counting some chickens!
Looking at numbers alone, the Zoo needs $70 million to
build Asia and another $70 million for Australia, or $140
million for the two projects. In an extraordinary and farsighted
show of support, the State of North Carolina has set aside
$75 million toward the construction of Asia and Australia.
That total will be added to about half of an additional $25
million provided by the Connect NC Bond that voters enthusiastically passed in 2016.  
Meanwhile, the North Carolina Zoo Society—the private
non-profit that raises money and engenders public support
for the Zoo—has pledged to raise $50 million to complete the
funding for the two continental regions.
Some time ago, the Society initiated a quiet and careful
fundraising campaign for this cause and, so far, has already
raised $21 million for the project. An examination of the
donations made to Asia and Australia demonstrates the
range and depth of North Carolina’s support. More than $8
million has arrived from wills and estate gifts. Individuals
have donated nearly $9 million, and more than $4 million has come from corporations and foundations.
As the years progress, your Alive magazine
will keep you abreast of the Zoo’s progress
in building these continents. And the Zoo
Society will keep you up-to-date about its
fundraising efforts and will be inviting you
and our other readers to join us in investing in these additions.
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All the Glass They Now Can See
Debbie Zombeck, Curator of Birds

A

s you may recall from our
Spring 2021 Alive magazine,
birds and windows make a
  fatal combination.
Window collisions kill about a billion
birds in the United States every year.
And while skyscrapers contribute
significantly to these numbers, glass
windows in people’s homes, sheds,
and other structures account for nearly
half of the total deaths. Unfortunately,
window glass does not discriminate—
it kills common and rare birds, young
and old ones, and the healthy as well
as the sick.

Tracking the Tragedies

VINYL-CUT PATTERNS
professionally installed project
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In 2007, the Zoo formalized a series
of protocols intended to reduce the
frequency of bird strikes on glass
panels, windows, and doors scattered
around the Park. Step one among the
new protocols called on staff to report
every bird strike they encountered
inside the Park. Staff recorded where
the collision took place, the species
of the bird involved, the date and
time of the discovery, and, recently
the prevailing weather conditions. As
more and more information found its
way into a growing database, staff
searched for patterns that might
pinpoint factors contributing to these
collisions.
Early in the process, the data
fingered the most troublesome glass
—the places causing more than their
share of the strikes. Staff then used
this information to prioritize their
efforts by taking on the biggest offenders first.
Relying on their expertise and best
guesses, keepers and other staff used
trial and error to test ways to reduce
collisions. For example, at cougar, we
hung sheets over problem windows at
day’s end to try to stop early morning
and late evening strikes. We used

tempera paint and a stenciled roller to
cover windows with vivid patterns. We
draped parachute cord from Acopian
BirdSavers® over the outside of some
windows and applied permanent vinyl
patterns on others to make the glass
more visible to birds.

Dealing with the
Biggest Offender

We set our highest priority on tackling
the glossy mirror windows that nearly
cover the David Stedman Education
Building—the two-story glass and
concrete structure that faces the North
American parking area. The mirror film
on the outside of these windows creates a perfect reflection of the trees,
sky, and open spaces surrounding the
building. Birds cannot distinguish the
reflections from reality, which makes
this structure particularly problematic.
In 2018, we experimented to see if
painting white pattens on the building’s
windows would reduce bird strikes..
Staff used a stenciled roller and some
non-toxic tempera paint to cover large
swaths of glass with a leafy pattern.
After monitoring the windows for
three years, we saw a steep decline in
collisions. The results were so promising that we sought and received funding to apply a permanent vinyl pattern
across the building’s windows and
glass doors. We chose vinyl decals
because rain was beginning to wash
paint off of glass that was not protected by overhangs. This investment
underscores the Zoo’s commitment to
protecting wildlife at home and around
the world.

Picking Our Patterns

We chose to use a sunburst pattern
from Feather Friendly®—a company
that has compiled years of research
on the effectiveness of its products.

And, we verified that the sunburst
arrangement was suitable for the bird
species we needed to protect. It turns
out that the only way to consistently
warn birds away from glass is to apply
a pattern that appears almost solid
to the birds. The gaps separating the
designs need to be small enough
that a bird will sense that it cannot fit
between them.
An effective pattern covers the
glass with vertical or horizontal stripes
or other markings spaced no more
than two inches apart. Ideally, the pattern should remain visible in different
lighting conditions and against various
background reflections.
The decals arrived in mid-October,
and contractors had applied them
to the building’s glass windows and
doors by mid-November.  So far,
the results of the renovations have
proved encouraging. We will continue
to monitor this building for at least a
year to determine if and how much the
pattern reduces bird collisions with the
building’s windows. Feather Friendly
has asked us to share our findings
with them, which we are happy to do.

Are You Ready to Help
Protect Native Birds?

If you are, you can begin by looking
for bird collisions around your home
and shed or garage. The best time
to check is early morning and again
in the evening just before the sun
sets. The evening canvass is essential because native predators may
scavenge dead birds during the night.
If you find problem windows, there are
several steps you can take to reduce
collisions.
If you have set a feeder or birdbath
out near a window, they may be part
of the problem. Try moving them
further away from the structure so that
birds will be less likely to approach
the glass. Installing a window screen
on the outside of the window will help
the birds see a barrier there. You can
even paint a pattern or design on your
window if you are creative. Just be
sure to use non-toxic tempera paint. If

you lack the artistic ability to decorate
the window, your local hardware store
will likely have a stenciled roller that
you can use to apply the design. The
paint will go on easily and is easy to
wash off. Just be sure the pattern is
tight enough to warn birds away.
You can also use tape or window
decals, but be sure to apply them
across the entire glass—and line
them up within two inches of each
other. Regular window decals can be
pricey if you follow this spacing rule,
but you can reduce these costs by
using tempera paint to add dots or
designs between the decals.
Acopian BirdSavers (a.k.a. Zen
Curtains)® provides a low-tech but
graphically pleasing—almost minimalist design—solution you can consider,
too. Narrow, almost delicate parachute cords hang suspended in front
of the offending glass, close enough
together to warn birds away. You can
go online to see how to make your
own, or you can order premade ones
from Acopian BirdSavers. The strips
can be 4 inches apart to ward off most
birds, two inches apart if you want to
keep hummingbirds away.
While this project may seem overwhelming, it doesn’t have to be. Just
tackle one window at a time, and you
may only have to do a few. When
many people take small steps to make
the world safer for birds, the results
will be magnificent.

TEMPERA PAINT STENCIL
can be installed as home
project

More Help for Wildlife

Birds that fly away after striking a
window may still be fatally injured.
When we find an injured bird on site,
we typically take it to the Zoo’s wildlife
rehab center for treatment. If the bird
recovers, we band it, for later identification, and set it free. If you find an
injured bird near your home, catch it if
you can do so safely. Punch a few air
holes in a box, place the bird inside,
and take it to a nearby wildlife rehab
center.
If you want to know more about
protecting wild birds, visit abcbirds.
org (American Bird Conservancy) for
topnotch advice.

ZEN CURTAIN
can be installed as
home project
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A THANK YOUS B
Thank yous go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts of $1,000 or more to the Society, 10/1/21–12/31/21.
Ace/Avant Concrete
Acme-McCrary &
Sapona Foundation
Mrs. Margaret L. Acuff
AirBoss Rubber Solutions
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Alby
Oliver W. Alphin
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth
L. Anders
anonymous
Ms. Sarah Asby & Mr.
Carl Rauchberger
Association of Zoos
& Aquariums
Babb Assets, LLC
Mrs. Brooke Barlow &
Mr. Jason Newman
Mr. & Mrs. Morgan Barnes
BB&T now Truist
John Becton & Nancy
Tannenbaum
Mrs. Ranlet Bell
Mr. & Mrs. E. S. Bessette
Ms. Judith Birchfield & Mr.
Shawn Birchfield-Finn
Mr. Ethan Blumenthal
Bud & Sandra Boren
Ed Bost
David & Roxanna Bottjen
Mr. & Mrs. Rick Brewer
Scott R. Bridge
Brookfield Zoo, Chicago
Zoological Society
Mr. & Mrs. Wallace Brown
Carol & Jerry Bullins
Shirley Burns
Ron & Cathy Butler
C.T. Wilson Construction
Co., Inc.
Carolina Farmers Mutual
Insurance Company
Mr. & Mrs. Ernest L. Carroll
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph A. Carter
Ms. Linda Cecarelli &
Mr. Kellen Blow
Ms. E. Jeanine Chadwell
Mr. Chih-Kang Chao &
Ms. Yi-chun Chung
Charter Spectrum
Cincinnati Zoo &
Botanical Garden
Cleveland Zoological
Society
Mr. & Ms. David Collins
Mr. & Mrs. James E. Connell
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The Donald & Elizabeth
Cooke Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Justin Cooper
Ms. Melinda A. Covington
Ms. Janet F. Cunningham
Mr. & Ms. Frank A.
Daniels Jr.
Claire & JB Davis
Dr. & Mrs. Robert
L. Deucher
James P. & Joyce
H. Dickerson
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Dodson
Dr. David Dorman
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin R Dorn
Duke Energy Foundation
Dr. Janice Dye
Benny & Carolyn Eanes
Mr. Thomas O. Eller
Energizer
Equitable Foundation
Eventbrite
Mr. Joseph M. Ferguson
Mrs. Karen Fox-Cook
& Mr. David Cook
Mrs. Harriette M Frank
Genie Frick
Friends of the Randolph
County Library
Mr. & Mrs. Gregory M. Fry
Lt. Col. & Mrs. Robert L.
Fry USMC (Ret.)
Mr. & Mrs. W. Sanford
Godwin
Kent & Lynne Graham
Chuck & Kate Green
Gregory Poole Equipment
Company
Mr. Randy F. Griffin
The Estate of Joan
M. Gulledge
Hafele America Company
Mr. Nick Hansell
Mr. & Mrs. William
R. Hargett Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Edward
M. Harrington
Ms. Denise R. Harwell
Nelson & Michele Hendrix
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew Henley
Mr. Pedro Hernandez &
Mrs. Beatriz Melchor
HH Architecture
Mrs. Linda Hodges & Ms.
Rebecca Swindell
J. H. Hogan

Gene & Pat Holder
Ms. Lois Holt
Mr. Mark E. Holt
Bill & Ann Hoover
Mr. & Mrs. Timothy J. Hynes
Marv & Burke Jensen
Larry & Frieda Jessup
John Deere Turf Care
Mr. Earl Johnson Jr.
Dr. Sally & Mr. William
D. Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. David
G. Johnston
Mrs. Laren S. Jones
Mr. & Mrs. Scott D. Jones
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Joyner
Mr. & Mrs. Kerry A Justice
JustUs Productions
Mr. & Mrs. Scott Kauffman
The Kenan Family
Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. Richard Kent
Ms. Meleaha Kimrey &
Mr. Xavier McPherson
Lisa Kirby
Stephanie & Ken KlosWeller
Ms. Kathy Kueider & Mr.
Wayne Morrissette
Mr. & Mrs. Ray Larson
Dr. Christine Laughery
Mrs. Amy L. Leander
The Honorable Mary
A. Leight
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Lewis
Mr. Paul Lindsay & Ms.
Ellen Beegel Little
Lowe’s Home Center
of Asheboro
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Lynch
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond Martin
Mr. & Mrs. Tom May
Mr. & Mrs. John P. McLean
The McMichael Family
Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Wesley J. McRae
Bob & Bonnie Meeker
Mistletoe Meadows
Christmas Trees
Ms. Terrie Moffitt & Mr.
Avshalom Caspi
Wendy Monroe &
Brian Monroe
Mary & Danny Moore
Ms. Krista Moore
Tom & Sally Moore
Barbara R. Morgenstern

Myra Neal Morrison
Mr. & Mrs. Inoussa Moussa
Ms. Patricia Muldowney &
Mr. Timothy Graham
Wendy and Danny Mull
NC Zoo Ornaments
Mr. & Mrs. Benton Neese
Nivison Family Foundation
North Carolina Troopers
Association
Mr. & Mrs. Perry E. Nystrom
Mr. & Mrs. Gary E. O’Neil
Olympic Products, LLC
Mr. & Dr. David Oskardmay
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Dear Zoo Friend,
The Zoo is preparing to dish some dirt as it pushes forward in its quest to add an Asian and, later, an Australian continental region to the Park. This fall, backhoes and bulldozers will roll into the Zoo to begin laying
the groundwork for building Phase 1 of this expansion—Asia. When Asia is finished, this new 10-acre addition will be the wildest and most wonderful change that the Zoo has seen in years.
The Asian experience will begin when an exotic bridge entices guests down and onto a lush pathway that
meanders alongside Tigers, Komodo Dragons, Gibbons, and other species living in spacious natural habitats.
There will be play areas for children, too, including a sleep-over spot near some of the wildlife. Best of all,
this proposed new continent is just Phase 1 of a long-term, three-tiered plan to add habitats and wildlife from
Australia and, eventually, the Amazon Basin as well.
As Phase 1 of this expansion unfolds, natural habitats will spring up, and curators will refine their Asian
species selection lists. Alongside this work, staff will also continue planning for the Zoo’s next big thing—the
Phase 2 goal of adding an Australian region to the Park.
With strong financial support from the State of North Carolina and a growing list of individual, corporate,
and foundation donors, the Zoo is close to securing the funds it needs to build Asia and to flush out plans for
the proposed Australian addition. Only when Asia is completed and Australia is well on its way, will the Zoo
be ready to initiate Phase 3, adding an Amazonian exhibit to the Zoo.
For now, though, all eyes are on Asia and the construction work that should begin at the Zoo this fall. And, it
is that work that has prompted us to turn to you and our other loyal members and friends to help us keep this
momentum going.
We hope that you will add your name and your support to the list of donors who are already helping us carry
our plans forward. By making a gift now, you will help bring Tigers and Dragons into the Park, support our
efforts to add Australia to the mix, and pushing the Zoo closer to fulfilling its promise to bring a world of
wildlife and learning to North Carolina!
Thank you,
Cheryl Armstrong
Executive Director
NC Zoo Society

To make your donation, logon to
nczoo.com and select “Asia Expansion”
from the menu items listed under
“Give to the Zoo.”
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Tours and Programs in the Works
Public VIP ticket prices are $100 per person for North Carolina Zoo Society members. Add $15 per person for
non-members. Visit nczoo.com/vip-tours/ to learn about tour details or to purchase a tour online.
At the time of this writing, the Zoo requires ALL behind-the-scenes guests to wear masks. Until further notice,
guests—even fully vaccinated ones—must comply with this requirement to attend a program.

VIP (Very Important Patron) Tours of the Zoo

Please note: VIP Tours are not suitable for young children, and age restrictions vary among different tours. A paying adult
must accompany children younger than 17.

Quoted prices for public tours admit one North Carolina Zoo Society member. Add $15 to cover the cost of a
non-member VIP ticket. VIP prices do not cover general Zoo admission. Non-members must pay regular admission
fees to enter the Zoo.
Visit nczoo.com, “Extraordinary Experiences,” to purchase tours or read current details on programs and COVID
protocols.

PROPOSED TOUR DATES AND AGE REQUIREMENTS FOR PUBLIC BEHIND THE SCENES VIP TOURS*
All public tours occur on Saturdays between March 1 and October 31.
Aviary: Early Bird Tour

9:15 a.m. Begins at the Aviary entrance. Minimum age: 10
Dates:    April 23     August 20
  September 17

Black Bear New Tour Experience

1:30 p.m. Begins at Black Bear viewing. Minimum age: 10
Dates:   June 4   July 23      September 17      October 29

Puffins & Polar Bears: A Family Affair New Tour
Experience with Kids

1:30 p.m.  Begins in front of Harbor Seal Habitat. Minimum
age: 5
Dates: March 26      May 21      July 30      September 17

Chimpanzees in Training Tour

3:00 p.m. Begins at the lower chimpanzee viewing area.
Minimum age: 12  
Dates:    April 9   June 18     August 13      October 8

Exclusive Desert Experiences — enjoy the place all
to yourself!
5:30 p.m. Begins at the desert entrance. Minimum age: 5
Dates:  March 26     July 23     August 13   October 1

Elephants Up Close

1:30 p.m. Begins at Stedman Education Building.
Minimum age: 12
Dates:  March 26      April 9      June 25      September 24
October 15

Giraffe Meet and Feed

5:30 p.m. Begins at lower giraffe viewing area.
Minimum age: 6
Dates:   April 9      May 21      August 20
October 8

Gorillas’ Health Care & Training

1:15 p.m.Begins at main gorilla viewing area. Minimum age: 8
Dates: April 23      June 4      August 27     October 15
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Puffins & Polar Bears New Tour Experience for Adults
1:30 p.m. Group meets Harbor Seal Habitat   
Minimum age: 12
Dates: April 23     June 25     August 27     October 1

Rhinos—Close Enough To Touch!

10:30 a.m. - Begins in front of Stedman Education Building.
Minimum age: 8
Dates:   March 19    June 4     September 24     October 8

for 2022*
PRIVATE BEHIND THE SCENES TOURS

All public VIP tours can be purchased as Private Tours that admit up to six people. Private tours are identical to public
tours but can be scheduled on any day of the week that is mutually agreeable to the buyer and the Zoo’s animal staff.
Zoo Society members pay $535 for a private tour. Non-members pay $575 for a private tour and become Zoo Society
Family Members when they purchase their tour. Visit nczoo.com/vip-tours/ to learn about tour details or to buy a private
tour online. To purchase a public VIP tour or to arrange a Private
Behind-the-Scenes Tour, visit nczoo.com and choose the VIP
Tours menu option under “Extraordinary Experiences.”

Two VIP tours are limited to Private Tour Experiences.

Bird Training and Close Up Encounters

9:30 a.m.  Minimum age: 10
Fee: $535 for Society members; $575 for non-members (up to 6
guests)

Bison & Elk: Plains Safari Tour

Limited to 4 people. $450 for Society members; $495 for
non-members.

NEW AFTER-HOURS PROGRAMS STILL IN PLANNING FOR 2022

Family Star Hike through the Zoo

Limited to 15 people. Fee $100 per person
Bring kids as young as 10 and join us on a star walking safari
through the Park. Guides will point out constellations, share
binoculars for special star gazing, and help guests learn to use
their smartphones to conduct star safaris at home.  

Family Wolf Howls

Limited to 20 people. Fee $100 each for members;
$115 each for non-members.

Another night walk into the Park to listen for wolf howls and
learn about the Zoo’s magnificent Red Wolf pack and conservation programs.

African Sound Safaris

Limited to 20 people. Fee $100 each for members;
$115 each for non-members.

A night walk through the African continental region to listen for
lion and lemur calls as well as the sounds of other animals that
make noises in the night.

BISON AND WOLF: VALERIE ABBOTT

COVID protocols prevent the Zoo Society from scheduling behind-the-scenes experiences in areas occupied by lions, cougars,
* Currently,
or otters. We will resume these tours when the Zoo’s veterinary staff determines that it is safe to do so.

The dates and contents of behind-the-scenes programs are still in flux because of the COVID-19 pandemic. If we must change a date or
cancel a program, we will place reserved guests in an alternate tour of their choice or provide them with a full refund. We will notify these
buyers of restored tour dates before posting them for public consumption.
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Good News!

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

The Zoo returns to its Summer Hours the first
weekend in April.
     And when Summer Hours return, so do the Zoo’s
special programs, including the Kaleidoscope Butterfly
Garden, the Carousel, Kidzone, the Giraffe Feeding
Deck and more. Visit nczoo.org to learn more about
these returning offerings.

